We present a worm-type Monte Carlo study of several typical models in the three-dimensional (3D) U(1) universality class, which include the classical 3D XY model in the directed flow representation and its Villain version, as well as the 2D quantum Bose-Hubbard (BH) model with unitary filling in the imaginary-time world-line representation. From the topology of the configurations on a torus, we sample the superfluid stiffness ρs and the dimensionless wrapping probability R. From the finite-size scaling analyses of ρs and of R, we determine the critical points as Tc(XY) = 2.201 844 1(5) and Tc(Villain) = 0.333 067 04(7) and (t/U )c(BH) = 0.059 729 1(8), where T is the temperature for the classical models, and t and U are respectively the hopping and on-site interaction strength for the BH model. The precision of our estimates improves significantly over that of the existing results. Moreover, it is observed that at criticality, the derivative of a wrapping probability with respect to T suffers from negligible leading corrections and enables a precise determination of the correlation length critical exponent as ν = 0.671 83(18). In addition, the critical exponent η is estimated as η = 0.038 53(48) by analyzing a susceptibility-like quantity. We believe that these numerical results would provide a solid reference in the study of classical and quantum phase transitions in the 3D U(1) universality, including the recent development of the conformal bootstrap method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The U(1) criticality is a textbook example of phase transition and plays a crucial role in many-body phenomena ranging from vortex binding-unbinding transition [1] , exotic quantum phases such as superfluid (SF) [2] and spin liquid [3, 4] , emergent continuous symmetries responsible for deconfined criticality [5, 6] to quantum emulating [7] and to relativistic gauge field theories in particle physics [8] . Hence, the quantitative aspects of the U(1) criticality are frequently a requisite.
In three dimensions, systems within the U(1) universality class have a continuous phase transition with non-trivial critical exponents. Exact results are unavailable either for the critical points or the critical exponents. Numerical [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and approximate [15] [16] [17] methodologies have been extensively applied. Up to now, the most precise estimates of critical exponents were obtained mostly with Monte Carlo methods, including ν = 0.671 7(1) [11] and 0.671 7(3) [12] and η = 0.038 1(2) [11] . These estimates have been extensively utilized in literature, albeit the estimate of ν differs from the celebrated experimental result ν = 0.670 9(1) [18] determined by a specific heat measurement around the finitetemperature SF transition of 4 He performed in the microgravity environment of a space shuttle. The conformal bootstrap method has given a very precise determination for the critical exponents of three-dimensional (3D) Ising (Z 2 ) model, yet produced less precise estimates ν = 0.671 9(11) and η = 0.038 52(64) for the U(1) case [17] . A summary of estimated critical exponents ν and η for the 3D U(1) universality class are given by Table I. * jplv2014@ahnu.edu.cn
In this work we carry out a high-precision Monte Carlo study of three paradigmatic models in the 3D U(1) universality class, including the classical XY and Villain models on the simple-cubic lattice and the quantum Bose-Hubbard (BH) model with unitary filling on the square lattice. The XY model is the n = 2 case of the O(n) vector model and is a prototype of lattice models with continuous symmetries. It has a broad realm of physical realizations including granular superconductors and Josephson junction arrays [19] . The XY model has been extensively studied by Monte Carlo simulations, which are mostly on the spin representation and use the celebrated cluster update schemes [20, 21] . The Villain model is a variant of the XY model. Both the XY and Villain models can be rewritten in the directed flow representation, and then be simulated by the worm algorithm [22] , which is very efficient in the measurement of correlation functions. Together with numerical analytical-continuation methods, the high-precision Monte Carlo data of the two-point correlation function, obtained by worm-type simulations, have uncovered intriguing low-energy excitations and transport properties near the critical temperature T c [23, 24] . It was observed [23] that the precise determination of T c is crucial in these studies. The BH model and its extensions can describe a wide variety of quantum phenomena [25] , including the SF, Mott insulator, supersolid and spin-liquid phases. In quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations, the BH model is frequently expressed in terms of the imaginary-time world-line (pathintegral) representation. In the field of cold-atom physics, the BH model has become a prominent object of state-of-the-art optical lattice emulators [7, 26, 27] . At unitary filling-i.e., each lattice site is occupied by a particle on average, the ddimensional BH model exhibits the particle-hole symmetry, and the quantum phase transition between the SF and the Mott insulating phase belongs to the (d + 1)-dimensional XY universality.
In our worm-type Monte Carlo simulations, periodic boundary conditions are applied. From the topology of the directed flow and the world-line configurations, we sample the SF stiffness ρ s and the wrapping probabilities R's, of which the definitions will be given below. The data of ρ s and R are analyzed according to the finite-size scaling theory, and yield mutually consistent determinations of the critical points. The wrapping probability is observed to suffer from smaller finite-size corrections. The final estimates of the critical temperature, which takes into account both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties, are T c (XY) = 2.201 844 1(5) and T c (Villain) = 0.333 067 04 (7) . In a similar way, the quantum critical point (QCP) of the unitary-filling BH model is determined as (t/U ) c = 0.059 729 1 (8) , where t is the hopping amplitude between the nearest-neighboring sites and U denotes the strength of on-site repulsion. Our estimates improve significantly over the existing results; see Table II for details. For instance, in comparison with (t/U ) c = 0.059 74(4) from the strong-coupling expansion [28] and (t/U ) c = 0.059 74(3) by QMC simulations [29] , our result of the QCP has a higher precision by a factor of more than 40. To determine the correlation length critical exponent ν, we calculate the derivative of the wrapping probability R with respect to the temperature T from the covariance of R and energy. For the Villain model at criticality, a quantity of this type is found to exhibit negligible finite-size corrections and yields ν = 0.671 83 (18) . This estimate is consistent with the most precise Monte Carlo results ν = 0.671 7(1) [11] and 0.671 7(3) [12] with a comparable precision, and suggests that the experimental determination ν = 0.670 9(1) [18] and the graphics processing unit (GPU) simulation result ν = 0.670 98(16) [13] are unlikely. In addition, we obtain the critical exponent η = 0.038 53(48) from a susceptibility-like quantity, which is very close to a recent conformal boostrap estimate η = 0.038 52(64) [17] .
In the remainder of this paper, we present details for the definition of the models, the methodology and the scaling analyses of numerical results. Section II introduces the models addressed in this work. Section III elaborates the methodology which contains a unified formulation of worm Monte Carlo algorithm for the XY and Villain models, the definitions of sampled quantities, and finite-size scaling ansatze. Section IV presents Monte Carlo results and scaling analyzes. A short summary is finally given in Sec. V.
II. MODELS
The Hamiltonian of the XY model reads
where S r =(cos θ r , sin θ r ) denotes a planar spin vector with unit length at site r and the summation runs over pairs of nearest neighboring sites on a simple-cubic lattice. As listed in Table II We perform a high-temperature expansion on model (1) for the directed flow representation. We begin with the partition function
where N is the number of lattice sites on the simple-cubic lattice and the exponential e − H XY T can be expanded as
Next, we combine (2) and (3) with the Fourier transform
where J C rr ′ ( 1 T ) represents the C rr ′ th order modified Bessel function of the first kind in variable of
We represent the term C rr ′ (θ r − θ r ′ ) by a vector flow variable C rr ′ from r to r ′ . As C rr ′ is positive (negative), it means that the flow is from r to r ′ (r ′ to r); C rr ′ = −C r ′ r . D r = r ′ C rr ′ denotes the divergence of flow at r. The inner integration would be zero unless ∆C = 0 := (∀ r, D r = 0). Hence ∆C = 0 represents the null divergence of flow over lattice sites and mimics the Kirchhoff's current law. As a result we have
where the summation runs over all the directed flow states with ∆C = 0. Up to now, we have finished an exact transformation of standard XY model onto a directed flow model, for which we illustrate a configuration in Fig. 1 . A variant of the standard XY model is the Villain model with partition function
(6) The 2π periodicity persists in the interaction potential of the Villain model, which is believed to capture the characteristics of XY model [23, 24, [34] [35] [36] . A high-temperature expansion [37] can be performed on the Villain model to build the directed flow representation. As a result, the partition function in the directed flow space ∆C = 0 reads Note that the Villain model has a simple form of statistical weight allocation in the directed flow representation. Estimates of T c for the 3D Villain model are summarized in Table II.
We consider the 2D unitary-filling BH model with the Hamiltonian
whereâ + r (â r ) represents the local bosonic creation (annihilation) operator at site r;n r =â + râr . The first summation runs over the pairs of nearest-neighbouring sites on a square lattice and the second one is over sites. When the particle density is fixed at integer numbers, a quantum phase transition between the compressible SF phase and the incompressible Mott insulating phase occurs by tuning the ratio t/U . The transition falls in the 3D U(1) universality and features a relativistic (particle-hole) symmetry with the dynamical critical exponent z = 1. In this work we study the unitary-filling case for which the QCP has been estimated as (t/U ) c = 0.059 74(4) by a high-order strong-coupling expansion [28] and (t/U ) c = 0.059 74(3) by QMC simulations [29] . These two estimates have become benchmarks for the location of QCP of the 2D unitary-filling BH model (Table II) .
III. METHODOLOGY A. Monte Carlo Algorithms
Our Monte Carlo simulations of both the classical (XY and Villain) and quantum (BH) models employ worm-type algorithms. For the classical models the worm algorithm was first proposed in [22] . An explicit formulation of worm algorithm for the Villain model has been presented in [34] . It has been demonstrated [38] that the worm algorithm stands out from state-of-the-art algorithms when sampling certain quantities for the 3D Ising model. For completeness, we shall formulate a worm algorithm for the XY and Villain models. As for the BH model, we use the standard worm QMC algorithm in the continuous imaginary time path-integral (world-line) representation [39, 40] , for which we refrain from a detailed elaboration and refer the readers to [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Worm Algorithm for the XY model
Extending state space.-A character of worm algorithm is enlarging state space. It extends the original directed flow space ∆C = 0 by including two additional degrees of freedom, namely, two defects I and M individually on a site, by defining that the subspace with I = M recovers exactly the original space ∆C = 0 and that the subspace with I = M is exactly outside the original space. The latter is called worm (W) sector, where the Kirchhoff's current law does not hold for sites I and M , namely, D I = 0, D M = 0. Accordingly, the partition function for the extended state space can be separated into two parts [43] . The first part
corresponds to the original partition function (5), with δ the Kronecker delta function. The summation runs over the extended state space. The second part relates to W sector and reads
The Monte Carlo simulations will be performed in the extended state space with the partition function
where Λ is a tunable parameter often (but not necessarily) set as Λ = 1. Worm updates.-The worm process moves I or/and M around lattice and updates the directed flow configuration by changing the local flow variable through a biased random walk designed with detailed balance.
More specifically, as I (M ) moves to a neighboring site I N (M N ), the flow on edge II N (M M N ) will be updated accordingly by adding a unit, directed flow from I to I N (M N to M ). The movement repeats until I and M meet (I = M ), when the original state space is hit. Hence the movement of I or M serves as a step of random walk in the W sector or in between the W sector and the original state space. The core steps are given as follows.
Core steps of the worm algorithm for XY model
Step 1. If I = M , randomly choose a new site I ′ and set
Step 2. Interchange I ↔ M and sign(I) ↔ sign(M ) with probability 1/2.
Step 3. Randomly choose one neighboring site I N of I.
Step 4. Propose to move I → I N by updating the flow along edge-II N , C IIN , to C ′ IIN :
where sign(I → I N ) = ±1, parametrizing the flow direction along edge-II N .
Step 5. Accept the proposal with probability
according to the Metropolis scheme.
Monte Carlo simulations are constituted by repeating Steps 1 to 5. The exploration of XY model is achieved by sampling quantities as the original state space is hit. Besides, the worm process itself is informative for detecting two-point correlations. A susceptibility-like quantity T w (integral of two-point correlation) can be evaluated by the number of worm steps between subsequent hits on the original state space, which is known as returning time τ w . Accordingly, the definition of T w is given by
which scales as T w ∼ L 2−η at the critical point and is useful for determining the critical exponent η.
Worm Algorithm for the Villain Model
The worm algorithm formulated in Sec. III A 1 applies to the Villain model once a substitute of Step 5 is taken as follows.
The definition of T w (12) applies to the Villain model as well.
B. Sampled Quantities
Wrapping probability has been studied for random cluster models (including its limiting situations percolation, Ising and Potts models, etc.) [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Thus far, however, the method has not been employed for the U(1) lattice models which, as we have shown, admit a graphic representation such as directed flow representation. Moreover, the applicability of wrapping probability approach to quantum models has not yet been addressed. The original definition of wrapping is based on the cluster representation of percolation [44] . Here we extend its original definition to describe a broader class of graphic representation constituted by the directed flows (XY and Villain models) or the particle lines in the imaginary-time path-integral configuration (BH model), by exploiting the wrapping of directed flows or particle lines around lattice torus. As the flow is nondivergent, the wrapping for XY and Villain models around a certain direction can be justified by the presence of net flow passing through the perpendicular cross section. Moreover, in the present worm Monte Carlo simulations for the XY, Villain and BH models, the wrapping of directed flows or particle lines can be justified by tracking the movements of defects (I and M ). Directed flow configurations with wrapping, namely, R κ = 1 for κ=x, y or/and z, are illustrated by Fig. 2 for XY and Villain models.
Sampled Quantities for the 3D XY and Villain Models
Some wrapping-related quantities for 3D XY and Villain models are defined as follows. The wrapping probabilities in the directed flow representation are given by
where R x , R a and R 2 define the probabilities that the wrapping of directed flows exists in x direction, in at least one direction and in two (and only two) directions, respectively. For a wrapping observable (say R κ ), we define its covariance with energy E as
which is equivalent to the derivative of R κ with respect to T .
Recall the definition of winding number on a torus. If a direction (say κ) is specified, the event wrapping (namely, R κ = 1) relates to a non-zero winding number W κ = 0 of directed flow. The latter has a close connection to the definition of SF stiffness [53] . We sample the SF stiffness by winding number fluctuations, which can be written as
Moreover, we estimate the derivative of ρ s with respect to T by
Sampled Quantities for the 2D BH Model
For the 2D BH model, the wrapping probabilities of particle lines in the world-line representation read
where R x , R a and R 2 define the probabilities that the wrapping of particle lines exists in x direction, in at least one direction and in two directions, respectively. For a given spatial direction (say κ), the event wrapping (namely, R κ = 1) relates to a non-zero winding number W κ = 0 of particle lines. We sample the SF stiffness by winding number fluctuations through [53] 
C. Finite-size Scaling Ansatze
In order to formulate the finite-size scaling for the thermodynamic phase transition of the classical (XY and Villain) models and the quantum phase transition of the quantum (BH) model in a more or less unified manner, a quantum to classical mapping is required. For the QCP of the unitary-filling BH model, the dynamic critical exponent z = 1 [54] has been verified extensively [34, 35] . In our QMC simulations of the BH model, we use the temperature contour β ≡ 1/T = 2L. This treatment eliminates the variable β/L z in the finite-size scaling ansatz of the BH model.
Wrapping probabilities are dimensionless quantities whose finite-size scaling is described by
where R κ is a scaling function, ǫ denotes the distance to critical point. We set for the XY and Villain models ǫ = T c − T and for the BH model ǫ = (t/U ) c − t/U . Performing a Taylor's expansion and incorporating corrections to scaling, we have
where Q 0 is a somewhat universal constant, a n (n = 1, 2, ...) and b m (m = 1, 2, ...) are non-universal constants, and ω m
which should scale as
and we have
The finite-size scaling of ρ s can be figured out by ρ s ∼ ξ 2−d−z [54, 55] 
and
The scaling form of
Besides, for the XY and Villain models, one may use the following scaling form of T w to determine the critical exponent η,
which gives
In principle, an analytic background should be added up to (31) and (32) . For the present case, this analytic background is effectively higher-order corrections compared with the correction terms taken into account explicitly throughout this work.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND FINITE-SIZE SCALING ANALYSES
In this section, we present Monte Carlo results which are analyzed by performing finite-size scaling. In subsection IV A, firstly, the scaling behaviors of wrapping probabilities and some other quantities are explored for 3D Villain and XY models. We find that certain wrapping probabilities exhibit smaller corrections in finite-size scaling than those of the "conventional" quantities such as SF stiffness and susceptibility-like quantities. Universal values of critical dimensionless quantities are confirmed numerically for the XY and Villain models. Subsequently, we extend the wrapping probability approach to determine the QCP of the 2D unitaryfilling BH model. For each of the Villain, XY and BH models, an unprecedentedly precise estimate of critical point is obtained. In subsection IV B, we determine the critical exponents ν and η following extensive simulations at the highprecision T c of the Villain model. We find that the quantity G RxE exhibits a negligible (if non-zero) amplitude of leading correction, which helps to determine a precise estimate of critical exponent ν. Moreover, the critical exponent η is estimated by analyzing the susceptibility-like quantity T w .
A. Determining Critical Points
3D Villain Model
We
The simulations use the worm Monte Carlo algorithm described in Sec. III A 2. The finite-size scaling for the finitetemperature phase transition of 3D Villain model is performed by fitting the Monte Carlo data of wrapping probabilities R x , R a and R 2 to (24), of scaled SF stiffness ρ s L to (28) , and of susceptibility-like quantity T w to (32) . These fits are carried out with the least squares method. For a preferred fit, one expects that χ 2 per degree of freedom (DF) χ 2 /DF is O(1). Moreover, for a precaution against systematic errors brought about by the exclusion of high-order correction terms, we prefer the fits with a stability against varying the cut-off size L min , which denotes the smallest lattice of which the data are included in.
We quote the leading correction exponent ω 1 = 0.789(11) predicated by a d = 3 loop expansion [56] and verified by a finite-size scaling of Monte Carlo data [11] that produced ω = 0.785 (20) . We shall perform a test for this correction exponent in below. As for the sub-leading correction term, we adopt the correction exponent ω 2 = 1.77 [56] . We observe that the incorporating of correction terms stabilizes fits. In Table III , we list the details of the fits for dimensionless quantities R x , R a , R 2 and ρ s L. The fitting results for T w are given by Table IV. It is found that the amplitudes of leading correction (namely, |b 1 |) for these quantities differ from each other. Each of the wrapping probabilities R x , R a and R 2 suffers from minor corrections to scaling, with |b 1 | 0.05. By contrast, the "conventional" quantity ρ s L and T w exhibit more significant corrections with |b 1 | ≈ 0.15 and 0.3, respectively. The distinct amplitudes of finite-size corrections for the quantities can be inferred from Fig. 3 .
We should not trust blindly a sole fitting even though χ 2 /DF is close to 1 and we do not take any individual fitting result as our final estimate. In fact, we take the medium out of all preferred fitting results of the quantities to estimate T c . To be conservative, the estimated error bar measures the distance between the final estimate and the farthest bound among those indicated by individual fits. Accordingly, by using the finitesize scaling analyses of the dimensionless quantities and the quantity T w respectively presented in Tables III and IV, we estimate the critical temperature as T c = 0.333 067 04 (7) . As an illustration, we plot in Fig. 4 the size-dependent behavior of R x and R a with correction terms at T c = 0.333 067 039 (we take T c = 0.333 067 04(7) and keep one more decimal place) and at its neighborhoods T = 0.333 066 7 and 0.333 067 4. At T c , the data becomes asymptotically a constant as L → ∞, whereas it is either upward or downward as T deviates from T c . These suggest for the present size scale that T c = 0.333 067 039 is a reasonable estimate and that T = 0.333 0667 and 0.333 0674 deviate from the critical region.
The relatively small finite-size corrections of R x , R a and R 2 compared with those of ρ s L and T w can be observed in Fig. 5 , which demonstrates the corrections to leading scaling for each of the quantities.
We determine by Table III (from the estimates of Q 0 ) the critical wrapping probabilities as R 
3D XY model
By means of the worm algorithm formulated in Sec. III A 1, we simulate the 3D XY model (1) Table III for Rκ (κ = x, a, 2) and ρsL, and from Table IV for Tw. The critical exponent η takes our finite estimate η = 0.038 53.
and 512 around T = 2.201 84. We aim at estimating the critical temperature T c of this paradigmatic model and exploring universal features of critical wrapping probabilities. We fit the quantities R κ (κ = x, a, 2) and ρ s L to their finite-size scaling ansatze (24) and (28), respectively. The fitting results are detailed in Appendix A by which we estimate the critical temperature as T c = 2.201 844 1(5), which is more precise than the best results available in literature, as listed in Table II XY model share universal critical values of wrapping probabilities and of winding number fluctuations.
2D Unitary-filling BH Model
We extend the applicability of wrapping probability approach to the 2D unitary-filling BH model (8), aiming to precisely locate the U(1) QCP. We simulate the model in canonical ensemble with the worm QMC method within the imaginary-time path-integral representation. The simulations are performed on periodic L × L lattices with L = 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96 and 112 for the temperature contour β = 2L. Particle line wrapping probabilities R x , R a and R 2 together with the SF stiffness ρ s are sampled. Figure 7 illustrates these quantities around the QCP. Least squares fits are performed for the finite-size scaling analyses described in Sec. III C. It is observed that the sampled wrapping probabilities R x , R a and R 2 all exhibit slight finite-size corrections with the amplitudes of leading correction |b 1 | 0.04. By contrast, the scaled SF stiffness ρ s L demonstrates more significant corrections with the amplitude |b 1 | ≈ 0.2. The observation of small corrections for the wrapping probabilities is reminiscent of that for the aforementioned 3D classical models. The fitting results are summarized in Appendix B by which we estimate the critical hopping amplitude as (t/U ) c = 0.059 729 1(8).
B. Determining Critical Exponents ν and η
Estimating critical exponents by performing fits at the precise critical temperature T c takes the advantage of reducing a fitting parameter. We perform extensive simulations with a number of lattice sizes (L = 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 40, 48, 64, 80, 96, 128, 160, 192, 256 , 384 and 512) right at the highprecision critical temperature T c = 0.333 067 039 of the 3D Villain model. For a quantity Q (Q = G RxE , G RaE , G R2E , G ρsE , T w ), the scaling ansatz reduces to
with y Q = 1/ν for G RxE , G RaE and G R2E , y Q = −1 + 1/ν for G ρsE , and y Q = 2 − η for T w . We estimate the critical exponent ν from the derivatives of wrapping probabilities G RκE (κ = x, a, 2) and the derivative of SF stiffness G ρsE by fitting them to (33) . The details of the least squares fits are given in Tables VI. We find that the amplitudes of leading corrections for G RxE , G RaE and G R2E are typically smaller than that for G ρsE , even though leading corrections are clearly there for G RaE and G R2E . Moreover, it is hard to detect a finite amplitude of leading correction for G RxE , which should be very small if non-zero. This is a useful feature for locating ν as the leading correction term can be precluded out for the less uncertainties of fitting parameters. By fitting G RxE to (33) On this basis, we estimate, more or less conservatively, that ν = 0.671 83 (18) . As an illustrative test of our estimate of ν, we plot in Fig. 8(a) the scaled quantity G RxE L −1/ν (without correction term) at T c with ν = 0.671 83 and find that G RxE L −1/ν converges fast. By contrast, the experimental estimate ν = 0.670 9 [18] is ruled out. Hence, our estimate of ν (7) Table IV. is further evidenced. For G RaE , G R2E and G ρsE , correction terms are needed to achieve a stable fitting, bringing about more uncertainties for fitting parameters.
In order to estimate η, we fit the finite-size T w data to (33) with y Q = 2−η. Obvious corrections to scaling are present in the finite-size scaling. We explore the situations with different combinations of correction terms and the situations with Q 0 being fixed or unfixed. By comparing all the fitting results listed in Table VII , our final estimate is η = 0.038 53 (48) . The scaled quantity T w L −2+η with a leading correction term is shown in Fig. 8(b) for η = 0.038 53.
On the basis of the fits for T w (Table VII) , the leading correction exponent is estimated as ω 1 = 0.77 (13) , which is consistent with the literature results ω 1 = 0.789(11) [56] and ω 1 = 0.785(20) [11] . Besides, we estimate the leading correction exponent ω 1 from the finite-size scaling of quantities R x , R a , R 2 and ρ s L, according to (33) , with y Q = 0. As shown by Table VIII , we obtain ω 1 ≈ 0.7 which agrees with the estimate ω 1 = 0.77(13) from analyzing T w .
V. SUMMARY
In this work we utilize the geometric wrapping probability to exploit the quantitative aspects of the U(1) criticality in three dimensions in the contexts of the finite-temperature transitions in Villain and XY models and the quantum phase transition in the BH model. For both the classical and quantum models, we observe that certain wrapping probability-related quantities exhibit weak corrections in the finite-size scaling. The critical temperatures of the 3D XY and Villain models are estimated as T c = 2.201 844 1(5) and 0.333 067 04 (7), respectively. The QCP of the 2D unitary-filling BH model is estimated as (t/U ) c = 0.059 729 1 (8) . As demonstrated by Table II , our locations of critical points for the 3D XY, 3D Villain and 2D unitary-filling BH models significantly improve over the best literature results. For the 3D classical models, the universal critical wrapping probabilities are determined as R [12] and has a better precision. Moreover, we find that the derivative of a wrapping probability with respect to T , namely G RxE , suffers from negligible corrections. Making use of this feature, we determine the correlation length critical exponent as ν = 0.671 83 (18) , which is comparable with the most precise results available in literature (Table I ). In addition, we estimate the critical exponent η as η = 0.038 53 (48) , which is close to the recent conformal bootstrap result η = 0.038 52(64) [17] . To sum up, this work is a reference for applying wrapping probability-related quantities to determine the quantitative aspects of critical behaviors and provides several benchmarks for the 3D U(1) criticality. |b 1 | ≈ 0.1. By comparing the fitting results of the dimensionless quantities, our final estimate of critical temperature is T c = 2.201 844 1 (5) .
In Table X , we present the fitting results of the dimensionless quantities with ν being fixed at our final estimate ν = 0.671 83. These fits produce an estimate of T c as 2.201 844 1 (6) , which is consistent with T c = 2.201 844 1(5) obtained by the fits without a prior knowledge of ν (Table IX) .
Appendix B: Finite-size scaling for the quantum phase transition of 2D unitary-filling BH model
The QCP of the 2D unitary-filling BH model is determined by finite-size scaling analyses of the dimensionless quantities R x , R a , R 2 and ρ s L. The details of least squares fits are summarized in Table XI . For each quantity, we perform fits without correction term or with different combinations of leading and sub-leading correction terms. It is observed that the leading correction amplitudes |b 1 | for the wrapping probabilities are |b 1 | 0.04. For ρ s L, it is found that |b 1 | ≈ 0.2. Note that the leading finite-size corrections of R x , R a and R 2 are considerably smaller than that of ρ s L. By comparing the fitting results in Table XI , we provide the final estimate of QCP as (t/U ) c = 0.059 729 1 (8) .
We also perform fits with fixed critical exponent ν = 0.671 83. The results are summarized in Table XII , which yields (t/U ) c = 0.059 729 1 (7), agreeing with the analyses with unfixed ν.
TABLE IX. Fits of the wrapping probabilities Rx, Ra, R2 to (24) and the scaled SF stiffness ρsL to (28) for the 3D XY model. The correction exponents ω1 = 0.789 and ω2 = 1.77 are adopted.
Qua. Lmin χ 2 /DF Tc 1/ν Q0 a1 b1 b2 TABLE X. Fits of the wrapping probabilities Rx, Ra, R2 to (24) and the scaled SF stiffness ρsL to (28) for the 3D XY model. The critical exponent ν is fixed at our final estimate 0.671 83 for a consistent check of the fits with unfixed ν (Table IX) . The correction exponents ω1 = 0.789 and ω2 = 1.77 are adopted.
Qua. Lmin χ 2 /DF Tc 1/ν Q0 a1 b1 b2 (44) (17) 
